
We compare 4 different conductance-based models of thalamic neurons
composed of a similar number of ionic currents but with a different T-type calcium
channel activation (mCaT) : Cm V̇m = - INa - IK - ICaT - Iothers

Slow activation CaT channels (mCaT) Instant. activation CaT channels
Model #1 Drion et al.2018 Model #3 Rush 1994
Model #2 Destexhe et al.1996 Model #4 Wang 1994
Model #3’ Rush + slow mCaT
Model #4’ Wang + slow mCaT

Models with slow activation of T-type calcium channels are robust to change in
the membrane capacitance.
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How can switches in brain states be compatible 
with synaptic plasticity?
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Activation kinetics  of T-type calcium channels

Synaptic plasticity
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In Model #1 , we study the influence of the kinetics of T-type calcium channel activation on
the model robustness when it is subjected either to synaptic plasticity or to neuromodulation.
A 2-cell network is simulated for 1000 different triplets of conductances either synaptic
conductances (gAMPA, gGABAa, gGABAb) to test to the synaptic plasticity or maximum
conductances to test the neuromodulation (gCaT, gH, gKCa)

For an increasing variability, models with a slow activation of T-type calcium
channels are robust to change in neuron intrinsic properties (max. conductances),
mimicking the effect of neuromodulation, and changes in synaptic weights,
mimicking the effect of synaptic plasticity. While, models with an instantaneous
activation are no more able to systematically reproduce a rhythmic network.
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The phase portrait of reduced models with slow activation of T-type calcium
channels (top) exhibits a lower branch inexistent in classical phase portrait.
This characteristics ensures the model robustness across a broad range of
variations.
Phase portrait of reduced models with slow activation 

Phase portrait of reduced models with instantaneous activation 

Bursting only persists in a tiny window around the nominal published value
for model with instantaneous activation (left) while the capacitance can
reach arbitrary small values for models with slow activation (right).
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Hybrid model responding to phase portrait including slow activation of
CaT channels, called transcritical hybrid model, can be used to model
thalamic neuron. (top) Experimental trace of thalamic neuron in vitro and
(bottom) hybrid mode reproducing spiking and bursting

Having a slow activation of T-type Ca channels is the key mechanism for compatibility
between brain states, synaptic plasticity and neuromodulation.
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Classical hybrid model
V̇ = V9 − w + I

Transcritical hybrid model
V̇ = V9 − w9 + I

ẇ = <(aV − w + w>)

SUMMARY

III-9

ü Modeling switches in brain states compatible with synaptic plasticity and
neuromodulation relies on the presence of a slow calcium current activation.

ü Models without this cellular property are fragile to change in parameters.

ü This key mechanism can be embedded in hybrid neuron model without increasing the
model complexity.


